MP Trax™
SYNTHETIC SURFACES

MP Trax combines natural and synthetic rubber to create a synthetic floor that offer resilience, tear-resistance and long life. Its seamless construction makes maintenance easy. It’s a good solution for multi-purpose, multi-sport venues.

www.AACERflooring.com • 877.582.1181
MP Trax™ is a prefabricated sheet product specially formulated for indoor or outdoor use on competitive performance tracks, field facilities, tennis and multi-recreational venues. MP Trax™ uses a special blend of natural and synthetic rubbers to achieve excellent resilience, elongation and tear strength resulting in consistency of play and longevity of the system.

**HEAVY TEXTURE (HT)**

1. Bottom Layer - design provides force reduction
2. Middle Layer - high-grade blend of synthetic and natural rubber
3. Performance Layer - provides a uniform performance surface that will stand up to heavy traffic

**LIGHT TEXTURE (LT)**

1. Multi-purpose Athletic Surface
2. Shock Absorbing Base Layer

**COLOR AVAILABILITY**

Colors are representational only. Contact Aacer for actual color samples.

- Dark Green
- Dark Blue
- Red
- Dark Grey
- Light Grey

All colors are available in both Heavy Texture (HT) and Light Texture (LT)

**STANDARD GAME LINE COLORS**

- Black
- Red
- White
- Blue
- Yellow
- Green

* Custom Colors Available

It is the policy of Aacer Flooring to continuously improve its line of products. Therefore, Aacer Flooring reserves the right to change, modify or discontinue systems, specifications and accessories of all products at any time without notice or obligation to purchaser.